Serine proteases mediate leukocyte recruitment and hepatic microvascular injury in the acute phase following extended hepatectomy
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Abstract
Objective: Post-hepatectomy liver failure (PHLF) is the main limitation of extended liver resection. The molecular mechanism and the role of leukocytes in the development of PHLF remain to be unveiled. We aimed to address the impact of serine proteases (SPs) on the acute phase after liver resection by intravitaly analyzing leukocyte recruitment and changes in hemodynamics and microcirculation of the liver.

Methods: C57BL/6 mice undergoing 60% partial hepatectomy were treated with aprotinin (broad-spectrum SP inhibitor), tranexamic acid (plasmin inhibitor), or vehicle. Sham-operated animals served as controls. In vivo fluorescence microscopy was used to quantify leukocyte-endothelial interactions immediately after, as well as 120 min after partial hepatectomy in postsinusoidal venules, along with measurement of sinusoidal perfusion rate and postsinusoidal shear rate. Recruitment of leukocytes, neutrophils, T cells, and parameters of liver injury were assessed in tissue/blood samples.

Results: Leukocyte recruitment, sinusoidal perfusion failure rate, and shear rate were significantly increased in mice after 60% partial hepatectomy compared to sham-operated animals. The inhibition of SPs or plasmin significantly attenuated leukocyte recruitment and improved the perfusion rate in the remnant liver. ICAM-1 expression and neutrophil recruitment significantly increased after 60% partial hepatectomy and were strongly reduced by plasmin inhibition.

Conclusions: Endothelial activation and leukocyte recruitment in the liver in response to the increment of sinusoidal shear rate were hallmarks in the acute phase after liver resection. SPs mediated leukocyte recruitment and contributed to the impairment of sinusoidal perfusion in an ICAM-1-dependent manner in the acute phase after liver resection.

Abbreviations: ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; ICAM-1, intercellular adhesion molecule-1; MAP, mean arterial pressure; PH, partial hepatectomy; PHLF, post-hepatectomy liver failure; SEM, standard error of the mean; SP, serine protease; TNF-a, tumor necrosis factor-a; TXA, tranexamic acid; uPA, urokinase-type Plg activator.
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1 | BACKGROUND

Liver resection is recognized as a standard surgical procedure treating primary liver tumors, hepatic metastasis, and various end-stage liver diseases requiring liver transplantation. Nevertheless, this approach is largely limited because excessive resection might cause post-hepatectomy liver failure (PHLF) associated with a mortality rate up to 30%. The incidence of PHLF is reported from 1.2% to 32% according to different centers and is correlated with the extent of liver resection. Surgical approaches to limit the portal perfusion showed preventive effects, such as transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunts, splenectomy, and splenic artery embolization, but these were accompanied by various postoperative and intraoperative complications. Hence, more effort should be made to understand the pathophysiological mechanism for developing efficient therapeutic strategies.

A general hypothesis concerning the pathophysiological mechanism is the “portal hyperperfusion.” Under physiological conditions, an autoregulating mechanism called “hepatic arterial buffer response” compensates for increased hepatic perfusion. This mechanism is regulated by the adenosine, a dilator of the hepatic artery, secreted at a consistent rate in liver sinusoids. An increased portal blood flow caused by, for example, hypervolemia results in a “washout” of adenosine. The contraction of the hepatic artery thus follows the decreased concentration of adenosine. However, this mechanism fails to compensate for the massive portal inflow in the context of extended hepatectomy. The persistent hepatic hyperperfusion causes an increment in hepatic microvascular shear stress. Excessive shear stress and lowered oxygen supply due to the contraction of the hepatic artery leads to endothelial injury and necrosis, which hinders liver function and regeneration.

In response to the change of shear stress, immune cells play a major role in the process of both injury and subsequent regeneration. The recruited neutrophils contribute to the hepatic parenchymal injury facilitated by releasing matrix metalloproteinases after liver resection in mice. The neutrophils can also contribute to liver regeneration by interacting with intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), which leads to the release of pro-regenerative cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) and Interleukin-6 from the Kupffer cells. An animal study using mice model showed that Kupffer cells mediated liver injury after partial liver transplantation via the pathway of TNF-a. However, the spatial and temporal details of leukocyte recruitment following microcirculatory change in the early phase after liver resection are yet to be clarified. Recent studies focused mainly on the impact of immune response on liver regeneration, whereas limited efforts have been made on the pathophysiological mechanism of early-phase liver injury after partial liver resection.

Serine proteases (SPs) are endopeptidases and their main function is to cleave peptide bonds in proteins. Plasmin, one of the most prominent SPs, is formed in the liver as a zymogen known as plasminogen (Plg). Plg is synthesized in the liver and predominantly activated by the physiological activators urokinase-type Plg activator (uPA) or tissue-type Plg activator. After activation, plasmin cleaves insoluble fibrin clots into a soluble fibrin degradation product. Beyond the fibrinolytic properties, recent studies revealed its versatility to mediate the processes of both inflammation and regeneration in various liver diseases. In the context of hepatectomy, early activity of Plg activators was reported in humans following hepatectomy. An in vivo chemotaxis assay using a mice cremaster model from our group suggested the inhibition of SPs or plasmin suppressed intravascular accumulation and transmigration of neutrophils.

The clinical evidence of increased SP activity after hepatectomy and the engagement of SPs in the development of inflammation implies that SPs, specifically plasmin, might play important roles in initiating liver injury immediately after liver resection. Therefore, we hypothesized that SPs could regulate acute hepatic injury after extended hepatectomy. The current study aimed to clarify the pathophysiological mechanism of acute hepatic injury regarding SPs using intravital investigation focused on the microcirculatory changes.

2 | METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1 | Animals

Female C57BL/6 mice (10-14 weeks of age, approximately 20-25g body weight) were used (Charles River). Mice were housed in a temperature-controlled room with about 22°C and with humidity of about 60% on a 12-h light-dark cycle, with free access to food and water. The acclimatization of the animals was 1 week before the experiment. Animal experiments were performed according to the German legislation on the protection of animals (Protocol Nr.: 02-17-132). Our group has investigated several mouse strains in pilot studies. The constant size of the left liver lobe of age-related female C57BL/6 mice thereby provided reproducible and suitable in vivo imaging quality (no published data available). Notably, the inflammatory response was reported to be different in male and female mice.

Animals were divided into four groups; (1) control group (n = 11): animals receiving only sham operation in treatment of 0.9% NaCl as a vehicle; (2) 60% partial hepatectomy (PH) group (n = 11): animals receiving approximately 60% PH in treatment of 0.9% NaCl as a vehicle; (3) 60% PH + aprotinin group (n = 11): animals receiving approximately 60% PH in treatment of aprotinin; and (4) 60% PH + tranexamic acid group (n = 11): animals receiving approximately
60% PH in treatment of tranexamic acid (TXA). All groups received intravital microscopic investigations.

### 2.2 Surgical procedures

General anesthesia was induced via intraperitoneal injection of midazolam/methadone/fentanyl with a dosage of 5, 0.5, and 0.05 mg/kg, respectively. Partial doses were administered hourly to maintain anesthesia. The surgical tolerance of the mice was proven using interdigital reflex. The animals were placed in a supine position on a heating pad. An anal probe was inserted to measure the body temperature, which was kept at 37 ± 1°C. Oxygen (1 L/ min, FiO₂ = 0.35) was supplied with a mask throughout the procedures. Polyethylene catheters (PE50, ID 0.28 mm; Portex) were inserted into the left jugular vein and carotid artery. Mean arterial pressure (MAP) and heart rate were continuously monitored using Powerlab (ADInstrument) for intraoperative monitoring. The 60% PH was performed by ligating and resecting the median lobe, right upper and lower lobes using a modification of technique reported by Tomohide Hori et al. Blood lost during the surgery was around 10 μl, excluding resident blood in the resected liver lobes.

### 2.3 Reagents

The effective doses were tested and determined according to our published work. Aprotinin, a broad-spectrum SP inhibitor (100000 KIU kg⁻¹ h⁻¹, Sigma-Aldrich) or TXA, a plasmin inhibitor (100 mg/kg, Sigma-Aldrich) were infused intravenously (i.v.) starting from 5 min before heptectomy (injection duration: 5 min) in two separate intervention groups with 60% PH. Both reagents were dissolved following the manufacturer’s instructions. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled Dextran (100 μl, 5%, MW 150000, Sigma-Aldrich) was administrated i.v. to visualize liver perfusion. Leukocytes were visualized by an i.v. application of rhodamine 6G (0.05%, 50 μl, Sigma-Aldrich).

### 2.4 Intravital fluorescence microscopy

Intravital fluorescence microscopy was performed using a modified Leitz-Orthoplan microscope as described previously. Rhodamine 6G and FITC were applied intravenously. FluoSpheres™ Sulfate Microspheres, 2.0 μm, yellow-Green fluorescent (505/515), 2% solids (10 μl diluted in 50 μl Saline, Invitrogen) were injected i.v. allowing the determination of centerline blood velocity in postsinusoidal venules. Using an N2 filter block (excitation: 530-560 nm, emission: >580 nm, Leitz), five to seven randomly chosen postsinusoidal venules with diameters ranging from 20 to 40 μm were observed by 30 s each filter. Using the I/2/3 filter block (excitation: 450-490 nm, emission: >515 nm; Leitz), ten fields of randomly chosen, non-adjacent sinusoids were observed by 5 s.

### 2.5 Microcirculatory analysis

The videotaped images were digitalized and analyzed off-line by frame-to-frame analysis using ImageJ. The following parameters were analyzed: (1) the average diameter of postsinusoidal venules; (2) the average number of rolling leukocytes (the leukocytes rolling on the targeting vessel wall and passing the observed area of a post-sinusoidal venule with a length of 150 μm in 30 s); (3) the average number of firmly adherent leukocytes (the leukocytes located in the observed area and without moving at least 20 s within 30 s observation time); (4) the average centerline blood flow velocity (shear rate of postsinusoidal venules wall, according to the Newtonian definition [T = 8 × centerline velocity/1.6/diameter]) where the centerline velocity was measured using MtrackJ plugin; (5) perfusion failure rate: percentage of sinusoids with no perfusion vs. all sinusoids per acinus.

### 2.6 Blood samples

The blood taken from the vena cava was immediately centrifuged at 3000 g for 5 min. Serum samples were stored at −80°C. Total bilirubin, serum aspartate aminotransferase (AST), and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) levels were measured with an automated analyzer (AU 5800; Beckman Coulter) using standardized test systems (HiCo GOT and HiCo GPT; Roche Applied Sciences).

### 2.7 Immunohistochemistry (IHC)

The liver remnant was collected at the end of each experiment. After conservation, paraffin sections were performed with a slice thickness of 4 μm at the level of 50% of the liver lobe thickness. Antigen retrieval was performed with a 20 min 95°C water bath with citrate buffer, pH 6.0. CD45 antibody (1:200, Cell Signaling Technology, clone #70257), ICAM-1 antibody (1:2000, Abcam, 179707), Ly-6G antibody (1:1000, Biolegend, 127602), and CD3 antibody (1:150 Abcam, 16669) were used as primary antibody. Secondary detection was performed by Super Sensitive detecting system (BioGenex).

CD45, Ly-6G, and CD3 positive cells in sinusoids were counted in 10 high-power fields (at microscope magnification ×400) in a blinded manner. One tissue section was examined per animal. The adherent leukocytes in postsinusoidal venules were analyzed using intravital microscopy. Thus, intravascularly localized positive cells were not counted. Analysis of ICAM-1 expression was performed semi-quantitatively in a blinded fashion with a grading system of 0–3: 0, no staining; 1, weak staining; 2, mild staining; and 3, strong staining.

### 2.8 Statistics

All data analyses were performed with a statistical software package (SigmaPlot 13.0, Systat Software). The Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test was performed to verify the normality. If confirmed, one-way analysis of variance with Tukey test was used for the intergroup statistical comparison. If not confirmed, analysis of variance on ranks followed by the Student–Newman–Keuls method was used to estimate stochastic probability in intergroup comparison. The data are presented in mean values ± standard error of the mean (SEM).

3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  Macrohemodynamic parameters

The MAP of all groups of animals receiving PH was not significantly different from the MAP in sham-operated animals of 74.6 ± 1.7 mm Hg (Group receiving 60% PH and vehicle treatment: 70.8 ± 0.8 mm Hg, group receiving 60% PH and aprotinin treatment: 67.8 ± 2.3 mm Hg; group receiving 60% PH and TXA treatment: 71.8 ± 1.4 mm Hg). Intermittent MAP increment was found immediately after i.v. injection of inhibitors or vehicle, which was quickly renormalized before hepatectomy (Figures S1A and S2). Aprotinin caused a significantly larger increment (9.22 ± 1.32 mm Hg) compared to animals treated with TXA (5.64 ± 1.45 mm Hg) or vehicle-treated animals receiving sham operation or 60% PH (3.58 ± 0.60 and 3.78 ± 0.96 mm Hg, respectively, Figure S1B).

3.2  |  Intravital parameters

3.2.1  |  Rolling leukocytes

A significant increase in the number of rolling leukocytes in post-sinusoidal venules was detected immediately (9.1 ± 0.9/30 s) and after 2 h (14.9 ± 1.2/30 s) in animals after 60% PH compared to sham-operated animals (3.7 ± 0.5/30 s and 4.9 ± 0.4/30 s, respectively, Figure 1A,B). In animals undergoing 60% PH, the numbers of rolling leukocytes were significantly decreased after treatment with aprotinin (baseline 6.7 ± 0.3/30 s; 2 h 9.7 ± 1.0/30 s) or TXA (baseline 4.1 ± 0.5/30 s; 2 h 8.7 ± 0.5/30 s) compared to vehicle-treated animals (Figure 1B). No significant difference in the number of rolling leukocytes was detected between TXA-treated animals undergoing 60% PH and sham-operated animals in the baseline measurement.

3.2.2  |  Firmly adherent leukocytes

The mean number of firmly adherent leukocytes in sham-operated animals was 25.1 ± 6.4/mm² at baseline. This number significantly increased to 120.4 ± 13.4/mm² in animals undergoing 60% PH. After 2 h, the number of firmly adherent leukocytes in animals that underwent 60% PH was dramatically increased with a threefold difference (535.6 ± 28.7/mm²) compared to sham-operated animals (171.7 ± 30.6/mm²).

The numbers of firmly adherent leukocytes were significantly decreased immediately after PH in animals treated with aprotinin (22.2 ± 5.4/mm²) or TXA (19.12 ± 5.3/mm²). Also, the increment in adherent cells caused by PH 2 h after resection was significantly suppressed in the presence of aprotinin (199.4 ± 22.2/mm²) or TXA (106.9 ± 17.4/mm²) compared to vehicle-treated animals (Figure 1C).

3.2.3  |  Perfusion failure rate

A significant difference in perfusion failure rate was detected in animals that underwent 60% PH group at baseline (15.9 ± 1.3%) and 2 h after resection (21.8 ± 1.0%) compared to sham-operated animals (6.9 ± 0.5% and 12.5 ± 1.2%, respectively). Two hours after PH, the perfusion failure rates in the animals treated with aprotinin or TXA were slightly higher (15.6 ± 0.9% and 14.2 ± 0.9%, respectively) without significance than in sham-operated animals (Figure 2A,B).

3.2.4  |  Shear rate

The shear rate in post-sinusoidal venules in the sham group had a mean of 164.2 ± 12.7 s at baseline and 143.3 ± 10.6 s after 2 h. The shear rate was significantly elevated in vehicle-treated animals undergoing 60% PH, both at baseline and 2 h (229.0 ± 15.8 s and 209.5 ± 13.8 s, respectively). The shear rate was slightly lower in the baseline measurement (198.7 ± 13.2 s) and significantly lower 2 h after hepatectomy (164.0 ± 12.9 s) after treatment with the broad-spectrum inhibitor of SPs compared to the vehicle-treated animals receiving 60% PH. In contrast, the shear rate significantly increased with the specific inhibition of plasmin (baseline 264.5 ± 16.8 s and 2 h 249.3 ± 17.4 s, Figure 2c) compared to the vehicle-treated animals undergoing 60% PH.

3.2.5  |  Bilirubin, AST and ALT

Concentration of total bilirubin in serum increased significantly after PH (sham 0.72 ± 0.19 mg/dl; 60% PH 1.23 ± 0.19 mg/dl). Aprotinin or TXA treatment significantly decreased the level of total bilirubin after PH (aprotinin 0.88 ± 0.15; TXA 0.54 ± 0.08 mg/dl, Figure 3A).

A large increase in levels of transaminases (AST 1453 ± 133; ALT 974 ± 75 U/L) was found in the vehicle-treated animals undergoing 60% PH compared with the sham-operated animals (AST 339 ± 95; ALT 195 ± 59 U/L, Figure 3B). The serum levels of transaminases significantly decreased in the group undergoing 60% PH and treated with aprotinin (AST 995 ± 137; ALT 704 ± 111 U/L) or TXA (AST 1041 ± 95; ALT 657 ± 62 U/L) compared to the vehicle-treated animals undergoing 60% PH.
3.3 Immunochemistry

The subpopulation of the leukocytes in the liver after 60% PH. A significant increase in the number of leukocytes (CD45+) and neutrophils (Ly-6g+, Figure 4) were found in hepatic sinusoids 2 h after PH. In animals treated with aprotinin or TXA, the number of recruited leukocytes was significantly reduced. Notably, the number of recruited neutrophils in sinusoids was found significantly decreased after treatment with TXA, but not with broad-spectrum inhibition of SPs.

The number of T cells (CD3+) was higher in animals undergoing 60% PH than in the sham-operated animals, but the difference was not significant. After the treatment with aprotinin and TXA, the number of T cells decreased without a significant difference (Figure 4C,F).

3.3.1 ICAM-1

The immunochemical analysis showed significant overexpression of ICAM-1 in both hepatic sinusoids and hepatic venules after PH. The expression of ICAM-1 was found significantly lowered in both hepatic sinusoids and postsinusoidal after the treatment with aprotinin or TXA (Figure 5A,B).

4 DISCUSSION

Facing an increasing demand for living donor liver transplantation and curative resection of hepatic metastasis from colon cancer, effective prevention and treatments for PHLF become an urgent appeal to improve the outcome and reduce life-threatening complications after extended hepatectomy. This poses the importance of better understanding the pathophysiological mechanism of PHLF. Prior work documented the functions of immune cells regarding liver injury and regeneration after extended hepatectomy. However, the detailed picture of the immune mechanism in the acute phase following liver resection is still missing. This study focused on the leukocyte-endothelial interaction and microhemodynamic alteration within a 2-h after the hepatectomy.

A similar murine model using Sprague–Dawley rat with stepwise PH also investigated by intravital fluorescence microscopy was
ZHANG et al. reported by Dold et al. We adapted this model and used C57BL/6 mice with a similar surgical technique to intravitaly observe the initial endothelial activation and microvascular injury in response to the change of shear rate in the acute phase after PH. This model enabled us to create the acute pathophysiological situation after liver resection and to perform an intravital observation and analysis on the remnant liver so that the behavioral change of the cellular immune and microcirculatory failure could be quantified with reproducibility. This advantage could not be achieved using human objects.

Our results brought the first evidence that the hepatic endothelium was immediately activated in response to the excessive shear rate following extended hepectectomy. This phenomenon is reflected by an initial augmentation of the rolling and firm adherent leukocytes in postsinusoidal venules. Our results also confirmed the theory proposed by Sato et al that the increment of shear stress could facilitate the leukocyte transmigration into parenchyma. Attenuated leukocyte-endothelial interaction was found starting from the baseline measurement after the broad-spectrum inhibition of SPs.
Aprotinin and TXA are known as inhibitors of fibrinolysis, improved sinusoidal perfusion in the context of extended hepatectomy. The inhibition of plasmin can cause fewer fibrin clots degradation. This could theoretically induce the formation of thrombi and deteriorate the microperfusion. However, our finding indicated that plasmin engaged rather in the inflammatory process than the fibrinolytic process in the remnant mouse liver where no direct surgical trauma happened after liver resection. This agrees with the finding from a prospective phase-II trial that TXA does not affect systemic fibrinolysis following PH.

Interestingly, despite the shear rate increment, fewer rolling and firmly adherent leukocytes were found in the postsinusoidal venules in the TXA-treated animals undergoing 60% PH. This implied that shear stress might facilitate the leukocyte-endothelial interaction in a plasmin-dependent manner after liver resection. This finding also indicated that SPs, especially plasmin, could mediate the initial leukocyte recruitment in response to the excessive shear rate in the remnant liver.

The results of baseline measurements indicated that the hepatic microcirculation was impaired before the leukocytes were recruited into the hepatic parenchyma. Early perfusion failure was found immediately after liver resection. A normal function of sinusoidal perfusion is essential for the following liver regeneration after PH, which poses the importance to address the pathophysiological mechanism of endothelial injury in liver microcirculation. Structural impairment of sinusoids was found along with the increment of portal vein pressure in studies using partial liver transplantation models. Sinusoidal hyperperfusion and severe endothelial injury were reported following 90% PH in the rats reported by Li et al. A significant perfusion failure was documented only in 90% PH using a stepwise hepatectomy in rats, according to Dold et al.

Of interest, our results showed that the SPs or plasmin inhibition improved sinusoidal perfusion in the context of extended hepatectomy. Aprotinin and TXA are known as inhibitors of fibrinolysis, and TXA is widely used in the prevention of bleeding from trauma and surgeries. The inhibition of plasmin can cause fewer fibrin clots degradation. This could theoretically induce the formation of thrombi and deteriorate the microperfusion. However, our finding indicated that plasmin engaged rather in the inflammatory process than the fibrinolytic process in the remnant mouse liver where no direct surgical trauma happened after liver resection. This agrees with the finding from a prospective phase-II trial that TXA does not affect systemic fibrinolysis following PH.

Furthermore, the plasmin inhibition and broad-spectrum SP inhibition retained the liver function and ameliorated liver injury in the acute phase after PH reflect by the serum concentration of AST and ALT. This amelioration of liver injury might be explained by the reduced number of recruited leukocytes. However, the quantification of rolling and firmly adherent leukocytes only partially reflect the extent of leukocyte transmigration. Thus, the number of transmigrated leukocytes in the hepatic parenchyma and its subpopulation were investigated using IHC analysis. A significantly increased number of recruited leukocytes were detected in the hepatic parenchyma, which supported the in vivo finding. The number of neutrophils was quantified to address the possible cause for liver injury in the acute phase after liver resection because the recruited neutrophils were reported to cause liver injury in different liver diseases directly. The neutrophils can release several proteases such as myeloperoxidase, matrix metalloproteinases, and elastases, which induce tissue degradation and necrosis. The number of recruited neutrophils was found to significantly increased after the vehicle-treated animal undergoing 60% PH. In contrast to the increment of leukocytes and neutrophils, no significant change in the number of T cells was found within 2h after 60% PH. Sato et al also reported that unlike neutrophils, an significantly increased number of CD3+ T cells was first found 2 days after PH.

ICAM-1 is a critical molecule to regulate the leukocyte firm adhesion. The ICAM-1 expression was found to be significantly higher after 60% PH. This might explain the dramatically increased number of firmly adherent leukocytes in vehicle-treated animals after 60% PH from the in vivo analysis, and the expanded number of neutrophils in the parenchyma shown in the IHC analysis. Further IHC analysis showed that the ICAM-1 expression (sinusoids and hepatic veins) was reduced by the broad-spectrum inhibitor aprotinin and by the plasmin inhibition from TXA, despite the significant shear rate increased in the presence of TXA.
The current study had several limitations. Only female C57BL/6 mice were used in our study due to the importance of liver anatomical stability for the quality of the microscopic analyses. The results and conclusions might not apply to both genders, and further experiments might be required to confirm findings in male mice.

In this study, intravital microscopy enabled us to investigate the microcirculatory alteration immediately after PH. Liver regeneration
was not investigated. Okada et al.\textsuperscript{15} and Miura et al.\textsuperscript{47} reported that the plasmin system regulates liver regeneration. Our findings in the acute phase depicted the role of plasmin in the formation of PHLF. It contributed to early-phase microvascular injury and impairment of liver function. Although the application of TXA and aprotinin showed no significant effect on liver regeneration in the first 2h (data of Ki-67 analysis not showed), the long-term effect on liver regeneration still needs to be investigated.

Taken together, it was demonstrated in this study that initial leukocyte-endothelial interaction and early perfusion failure were two hallmarks occurring immediately after PH. SPs play an important role in leukocyte recruitment and early liver injury. The inhibition of plasmin lowered ICAM-1-facilitated neutrophil recruitment and ameliorates liver injury after PH.

### 4.1 Perspectives

An in vivo microscopic technique was used to unveil the dynamic insight of hepatic microcirculatory changes and recruitment of the leukocyte in the remnant liver in an acute phase after liver resection using a murine model. Moreover, the first data were required showing that serine proteases, especially plasmin, can mediate this acute pathologic process.
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**FIGURE 5** Expressions of ICAM-1. (A, B) The ICAM-1 expression was significantly increased after 60\% PH. This upregulation was found both in the sinusoids and the hepatic venule wall (marked representatively using green and black arrowheads, respectively). (C, D) The inhibition of SPs or Plasmin significantly suppressed the expression of ICAM-1 both in the sinusoids and the hepatic venule wall. \( n = 11 \) animals per group, mean + SEM. PH, partial hepatectomy; apr, aprotinin; TXA, tranexamic acid. *\( p < .05 \), versus sham-operated group; +\( p < .05 \), versus 60\% PH group.
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